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Summary 
Accurate protein structural ensembles can be determined with metainference, a 
Bayesian inference method that integrates experimental information with prior 
knowledge of the system and deals with all sources of uncertainty and errors as well as 
with system heterogeneity. Furthermore, metainference can be implemented using the 
metadynamics approach, which enables the computational study of complex biological 
systems requiring extensive conformational sampling. In this chapter, we provide a 
step-by-step guide to perform and analyse metadynamic metainference simulations 
using the ISDB module of the open-source PLUMED library, as well as a series of 
practical tips to avoid common mistakes. Specifically, we will guide the reader in the 
process of learning how to model the structural ensemble of a small disordered peptide 
by combining state-of-the-art molecular mechanics force fields with nuclear magnetic 
resonance data, including chemical shifts, scalar couplings and residual dipolar 
couplings. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 
The goal of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is to provide a characterization of 
molecular processes in terms of their structures, thermodynamics and kinetics (1). This 
goal is ambitious and presents a series of major challenges, including the development 
of accurate force fields, of effective sampling methods and of quantitative accounting 
of the various sources of errors (2-4). Quite generally, because of the intrinsic 
approximations of the force fields and the fact that they are optimized to maximize 
transferability (see Chapters 1 to 3), the results of a simulation of a specific system 
might not quantitatively match available experimental measurements, even when 
sampling is exhaustive (5, 6). In Parts I and II of this book, the reader is introduced to 
the strengths and weaknesses of current force fields, as well as to some of the 
approaches for achieving exhaustive sampling of the conformational space.  
 
Nonetheless, the advances made over a period of 50 years are making it possible to 
provide atomistic interpretations of various experimental measurements of molecular 
processes in terms of structural ensembles. For example, one might want to determine 
the distribution of configurations underlying a small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
profile or a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) chemical shifts spectrum of a protein. 
In order for this interpretation to be significant, the structural ensemble must be well 
defined in terms of statistical mechanics, as well as in quantitative agreement with the 
available experimental observations (2, 3, 7, 8). 
 
Alternatively, given a set of equilibrium measurements, one can ask whether there is a 
representative structure, or more generally and ensemble of structures, that explains 
them. This is a typical inverse problem that can be solved by using some form of 
regularisation technique (8, 9). An accurate force field combined with exhaustive 
sampling will provide an ensemble of structures that quantitatively match the 
experimental data, or, if appropriate, a representative structure that summarises the 
main structural features of the system. However, as mentioned above, such an ideal 
force field does not yet exist, and therefore one can ask: given a state-of-the-art 
transferable force field and a specific system of interest, how can we obtain a 
quantitative agreement with the available experimental knowledge? In this section and 
starting from the present chapter, we will explore different approaches to address this 
problem. 
 
 
2. Theory 
 
In MD force fields, when one wants to enforce a property 𝑓(𝑋) on a given 
conformation 𝑋 (e.g. the length of a covalent bond), a harmonic potential, e.g. 
𝑘 ∙ (𝑓(𝑋) − 𝑑)), can be used to restrain the property around the expected value 𝑑 with 
strength 𝑘. However, many properties measured using bulk techniques cannot be 
expressed in terms of individual conformations, but they can only be calculated on the 
ensemble of conformations populated under certain external conditions. For example, 
solution measurements, such as SAXS and many NMR observables, depend on the 
average of specific structural properties calculated over the entire ensemble. In these 
situations, one can approximate the ensemble with a certain number of copies of the 
system (replicas), calculate the property 𝑓(𝑋) for each replica, and then apply the 
restraint to the average 〈𝑓(𝑋)〉 across the replicas as 𝑘 ∙ (〈𝑓(𝑋)〉 − 𝑑)) (10, 11). 
 
To complicate this picture, experimental measurements of any property of the system 
are affected by random noise and systematic errors (7, 12). Furthermore, also the 
structural interpretation of an experimental observable (the function 𝑓(𝑋), also known 
as forward model or predictor) is hampered by approximations that might introduce 
additional errors. As a consequence, the agreement between experimental 
measurements and the ensemble obtained from the simulation should be enforced only 
up to a certain extent (2, 3, 7, 8), which can be quantified by the overall error.  In 
practical situations, estimating this error is far from trivial. 
 
Statistical inference offers a rigorous theoretical framework to combine all the 
available sources of information about a system in order to obtain an accurate and 
precise description of its properties.  The metainference approach (2) described in this 
chapter, by building on the inferential structure determination method (13), enables 
modelling accurate structural ensembles by optimally combining prior information on 
a system with noisy, ensemble-averaged experimental data and by keeping into 
account all sources of errors introduced above (8). 
 
2.1 Inferential Structure Determination 
To construct the best possible structural model of a system, one can score different 
possible models according to their consistency with the overall knowledge available. 
This includes theoretical knowledge (often called the ‘prior’ information, 𝐼), such as 
physico-chemical information about the system (the force field), and the knowledge 
acquired from experimental measurements (i.e. the ‘data’, 𝐷). In this view, the best 
model is the one that is most likely to occur given the information available. 
 
Inferential structure determination (ISD) (13) is a Bayesian inference approach that, by 
estimating the probability of a model given the information available, enables one to 
infer the best possible model. In this approach, the assessment of the quality of a 
model, 𝑀, is made with the posterior probability  𝑝(𝑀|𝐷, 𝐼) of 𝑀 given 𝐷 and 𝐼, 
which is given by 
𝑝(𝑀|𝐷, 𝐼) ∝ 𝑝(𝐷|𝑀, 𝐼)	𝑝(𝑀|𝐼)   (1) 
 
where the likelihood function 𝑝(𝐷|𝑀, 𝐼) is the probability of observing 𝐷 given 𝑀 and 
𝐼, and the prior probability 𝑝(𝑀|𝐼)  is the probability of 𝑀 given 𝐼.  
To define the likelihood function, one needs a forward model 𝑓4(𝑋) to predict the data 
point 𝑑4 that would be observed for a system in state 𝑋, and a noise model that 
specifies the distribution of the deviations between observed and predicted data. Both 
the forward model and the noise model are defined in terms of unknown parameters 
that are part of the model 𝑀 and inferred along with the state 𝑋 by sampling the 
posterior distribution. The sampling is usually carried out using Monte Carlo (MC), 
MD, or combined techniques based on Gibbs sampling (14). 
ISD has been used to determine the macromolecular architecture of several protein 
complexes of outstanding biological importance (15-23), using a variety of 
experimental data and software such as the Integrative Modelling Platform (IMP) (24) 
and the Crystallography & NMR System (CNS) (25).  
 
2.2 Metainference 
Metainference (2) extends ISD (13) to deal with experimental data that are averaged 
over multiple conformations and thus enables modelling structural ensembles (8). In 
metainference, the modified force field (or metainference energy function) for a set of 
N replicas of the system, is defined as 𝐸67 = −𝑘9𝑇 log𝑝67 , where 𝑘9 is the 
Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 the temperature of the system, and 𝑝67  the metainference 
posterior probability. In general terms, the metainference energy function can be 
written as 
 
𝐸67 = −𝑘9𝑇 log𝑝67>𝑿, 𝒇A, 𝝈𝑺𝑬𝑴, 𝝈𝑩|𝐃H
= −𝑘9𝑇 log IJ𝑝(𝑋K)J𝑝>𝑑4L𝑓MK,4 , 𝜎K,49 H	𝑝>𝑓MK,4L𝐗, 𝜎K,4PQ6H	𝑝>𝜎K,4PQ6H	𝑝>𝜎K,49 HRS4TU
R
KTU V	(2) 
 
where: 
- 𝐃 = [𝑑4] is a set of 𝑁[ independent experimental data points; 
- 𝑿 = [𝑋K], where 𝑋K represents the state of replica 𝑟, defined here by the 
coordinates of all the particles of the system; 
- 𝒇A = [𝑓MK,4], where 𝑓MK,4 is the average of the predictor (forward model) 𝑓4 of the i-
th experimental observable, calculated over an infinite number of replicas; 
- 𝝈𝑺𝑬𝑴 = ]𝜎K,4PQ6^, where 𝜎K,4PQ6 is the standard error of the mean related to the 
average of 𝑓4 being calculated over a finite number of replicas; 
- 𝝈𝑩 = ]𝜎K,49 ^, where 𝜎K,49  is an uncertainty parameter that describes random and 
systematic errors in the experimental data point 𝑑4 as well as in the forward 
model 𝑓4 ; 
- 𝑝>𝑑4L𝑓MK,4, 𝜎K,49 H encodes the noise model (data likelihood), defined as the 
conditional probability of 𝑑4 given 𝑓MK,4 and 𝜎K,49 ; 
- 𝑝>𝑓MK,4L𝐗, 𝜎K,4PQ6H is the conditional probability of observing 𝑓MK,4 given that the 
average of 𝑓4 is calculated on a finite number of replicas 𝑁,  𝑓4(𝐗) =
	UR∑ 𝑓4(𝑋K)RKTU . According to the central limit theorem (CLT), this is a Gaussian 
distribution; 
- 𝑝(𝜎K,4PQ6) encodes the CLT scaling of 𝜎K,4PQ6 with 𝑁: 𝜎K,4PQ6 ∝ 1/√𝑁.  
- 𝑝(𝜎K,49 ) and 𝑝(𝑋K) are the priors on 𝜎K,49  and 𝑋K, respectively.  
 
For simplicity, in the following we will consider the specific case of Gaussian noise. 
However, all the considerations below remain valid in the general case of Eq. 2. When 
the data likelihood 𝑝>𝑑4L𝑓MK,4 , 𝜎K,49 H is a Gaussian function, the metainference energy 
function 𝐸67 can be written as (2) 
 
𝐸67 = 𝐸cc + 𝑘9𝑇2 e ]𝑑𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖(𝑿)^2>𝜎𝑟,𝑖𝐵 H2 + >𝜎𝑟,𝑖𝑆𝐸𝑀H2K,4 + 𝐸i 								(3) 
  
where the force field of standard MD simulations 𝐸cc = ∑ 𝐸cc(𝑋K) =RKTU −𝑘9𝑇	 ∑ log 𝑝(𝑋K)RKTU  is modified by i) a series of (harmonic) data-restraints, which 
enforce the agreement of the replicas with the ensemble-averaged data, and ii) an error 
restraint, 𝐸i = 𝑘9𝑇∑ k−log𝑝>𝜎K,49 H + 0.5 log o>𝜎K,49 H) + >𝜎K,4PQ6H)pqK,4 , that accounts 
for normalization of the data likelihood and error priors. 
 
Metainference has been used to model structural ensembles using multiple NMR data 
(26, 27) and more recently cryo-electron microscopy density maps (28, 29). 
Furthermore, the metainference equivalence to ISD has been used to perform an 
integrative structure refinement of a protein RNA-complex using SAXS and NMR 
data (30). 
  
  
2.3 Implementation 
 
2.3.1 Gibbs sampling 
In the following, we describe how a metainference simulation is run in practice.  
Given the system of interest, multiple MD simulations (the replicas) are prepared 
using the same force field and simulation setup (number of atoms, temperature, 
pressure, etc.). The replicas are then simulated in parallel using the energy function in 
Eq. 3. At each time step, the metainference energy is calculated as the sum of the 
force-field energy of all the replicas, the data-restraints, and the error-restraints. The 
intensity of the data-restraint is ultimately determined by the value of the errors 
parameters 𝜎K,49 , which quantify the level of noise: small errors will result in strong 
structural restraints; outliers and high-error data points will automatically decrease the 
strength of the data-restraint. The conformations 𝑋 and the error parameters are then 
updated using a Gibbs sampler, as described in Fig. 1.  
  
 
 
2.3.2 Parameters optimization 
In a metainference simulation, the number of replicas employed is necessarily smaller 
than the numbers of conformations actually contributing to an experimental 
observable. This discrepancy is accounted for by the variable 𝜎K,4PQ6 in Eq. 3, which 
quantifies the error in calculating averaged properties using a small set of replicas. 
According to the central limit theorem, 𝜎K,4PQ6 is proportional to 1/√𝑁. This term can be 
estimated on-the-fly (31) as the standard error of the mean over the replicas, which can 
be calculated either on the entire trajectory or on a window of a finite size 
𝜎4PQ6 = r∑ >st,u(v)wxst,u(𝑿)yHzRRKTU 	     (4)  
 
2.4 Metadynamic metainference 
As in standard MD simulations, in metainference simulations relevant states might be 
separated by large free-energy barriers. To accelerate sampling, metainference was 
combined with metadynamics (32) in its Parallel-Bias (PBMetaD) flavour (33) (see 
Note 1). In this combined approach (M&M) (34), an additional, time-dependent bias 
potential 𝑉|9 is added to each replica and shared among all of them, in the spirit of the 
multiple-walkers approach (35). As a consequence, one need to account for the 𝑉|9 
bias potential when calculating the average forward model 𝑓4(𝑿) used in the 
metainference data-restraint. A weighted average can be calculated using the Umbrella 
Sampling reweighting weights (36), which instantaneously accounts for the presence 
of the PBMetaD bias potential (see Note 2). Furthermore, these weights can be 
averaged over a short time window, in order to decrease their fluctuations and prevent 
numerical instabilities due to too high instantaneous forces. As a consequence of using 
a weighted average to calculate 𝑓4(𝑿), the effective number of replicas might vary 
during the simulation along with the associated error 𝜎K,4PQ6. To account for this effect,  
𝜎K,4PQ6 can be estimated as the standard error of the weighted mean (31).  
 
 
 
3. Materials 
Simulations of the EGAAWAASS peptide were carried out using GROMACS 5.1.4  
(37) and the ISDB module (38) of the PLUMED open-source library, version 2.3 (39). 
For didactic purposes, the scripts presented here are updated to PLUMED version 2.5. 
The initial conformation of the peptide was modeled using VMD (40) and all plots 
were created with the Matplotlib library (41). All simulations should be run in parallel 
on a cluster machine using MPI. The reader should refer to the GROMACS and 
PLUMED user manuals for detailed instructions about how to compile and execute the 
codes. Basic knowledge about the use of GROMACS is required to setup the MD 
simulations and manipulate the trajectories. 
 
 
4. Methods 
In this section, we will demonstrate the use of M&M (34) on the EGAAWAASS 
peptide (31). This molecule is highly disordered and has been used as a model system 
to study the quality of MD force fields (42) and the suitability of residual dipolar 
couplings (RDCs) to reveal structural information (43). The quality of modern force 
fields is insufficient to accurately determine the structural ensemble of this system, 
making this an excellent candidate for the application of M&M. Previous NMR studies 
(43) provided chemical shifts, 3J-couplings and RDCs data (Tables 1, 2, 3), which can 
be used with M&M to correct the inaccuracies of the underlying force field. By 
comparing simulations performed with increasing amounts of experimental data, we 
can evaluate the impact of specific experimental observables on the accuracy of the 
reconstructed ensemble. 
  
 This section is organized as follows. In subsection 4.1, we describe the system 
preparation and equilibration steps. In subsection 4.2, we simulate the system using 
PBMetaD without the addition of experimental data. In subsection 4.3, we introduce 
chemical shifts and 3J-couplings as experimental restraints in the M&M framework. 
We describe the setup of the simulation as well as the various parameters and 
observables that need to be monitored during the simulation. In subsection 4.4, we also 
add RDCs, which require some additional considerations. Finally, in subsection 4.5, 
we discuss the protocol used to analyze the simulations, such as the calculation of 
root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) from experimental data, and the free energy 
surfaces generated by all simulations. 
 
4.1 System preparation 
The EGAAWAASS peptide is initially modelled with VMD and solvated in a rhombic 
dodecahedron box with side lengths of 4.5, 4.5, and 3.2 nm and containing 2118 water 
molecules. The system is neutralized by 3 Na+ and 2 Cl– ions. Energy minimization of 
the system is performed using the steepest descent algorithm to a maximum force of 
less than 100 kJ/(mol/nm). Equilibration is performed for 500 ps in the NVT ensemble 
using the Bussi-Donadio-Parrinello thermostat (44) and for 500 ps in the NPT 
ensemble using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat (45), with position restraints added to 
all heavy atoms. We use the CHARMM22* force field (46) in combination with the 
TIP3P water model. We also use the Particle-Mesh-Ewald  (47) approach for both van 
der Waals and electrostatic interactions with a cut-off of 0.9 nm, as well as the LINCS 
algorithm (48) for constraint solving using a matrix expansion on the order of 6 and 2 
iterations per step (see Note 3). 
4.2 PBMetaD simulation 
We begin with simulating the EGAAWAASS peptide without the addition of 
experimental data.  To ensure an adequate sampling of the conformational landscape 
of this system, we use well-tempered (49) PBMetaD (33) (see Note 1), in combination 
with the multiple-walkers approach (35). We will use all the backbone dihedral angles 
𝜙 and 𝜓 as CVs, as well as the W5  𝜒U and 𝜒) dihedral angles, the similarities 
(DIHCOR) of the dihedral angles between each pair of alanine residues and the E1-S9 
C

-C

 distance. The following PLUMED input file can be used to define the CVs 
listed above: 
To use the @ shorthand to define the four atoms of the TORSION CV, we need to first 
specify a structure file with the MOLINFO directive. A convenient way is to generate a 
PDB file from the standard GROMACS TPR file: 
The first command creates an index file, which will allow us to select only the protein 
atoms in the second line. The WHOLEMOLECULES command tells PLUMED to 
rebuild molecules that have been broken inside the MD code by periodic boundary 
conditions (see Note 4). We can now setup the PBMETAD directive using the CVs 
MOLINFO MOLTYPE=protein STRUCTURE=egaawaass.pdb	
WHOLEMOLECULES ENTITY0=1-111 
 
# Dihedral backbone angles: Psi9, Phi1 are not defined 
psi1: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-1	
psi2: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-2	
psi3: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-3 
psi4: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-4 
psi5: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-5 
psi6: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-6 
psi7: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-7 
psi8: TORSION ATOMS=@psi-8 
phi2: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-2 
phi3: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-3 
phi4: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-4 
phi5: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-5 
phi6: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-6 
phi7: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-7 
phi8: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-8 
phi9: TORSION ATOMS=@phi-9 
 
# Bulky Trp residue dihedral 
dihtrp_cacb: TORSION ATOMS=67,47,49,52 
dihtrp_cbcg: TORSION ATOMS=47,49,52,53 
 
# Similarity of Ala-Ala dihedrals 
aasimpsi: DIHCOR ATOMS1=@psi-3,@psi-6 
aasimphi: DIHCOR ATOMS1=@phi-4,@phi-7 
 
# Distance between alpha-carbons of first and last residue 
peplen: DISTANCE NOPBC ATOMS=5,102  
 
gmx make_ndx –f topol0.tpr 
gmx editconf –f topol0.tpr –n index.ndx –o egaawaass.pdb 
previously defined as arguments (ARG). We will choose a BIASFACTOR of 8, a 
Gaussian deposition PACE of 1 ps, an initial Gaussian HEIGHT of 0.3 kJ/mol, and 
Gaussian widths SIGMA equal to 0.6 rad for the dihedrals, 0.3 for the dihedral 
similarities and 0.3 nm for the end-to-end distance. We use the WALKERS_MPI flag to 
instruct PLUMED to activate the multiple-walkers approach and share the bias across 
replicas using MPI.  
The grid options (GRID_MIN and GRID_MAX) allow us to store the bias on a grid, 
thus increasing the computational performances. The value of the PBMetaD bias 
potential and the associated forces in a generic point of the CV space are then 
calculated using a bicubic spline interpolation of the grid points. The units of measures 
are: kJ/mol for energy, nm for distances, K for temperature, and number of MD steps 
for time (here the time step is set to 2 fs). Finally, we print out the value of each biased 
CV as well as the PBMetaD bias. 
We are now ready to start the simulation. Starting from 14 different conformations 
PBMETAD ...  
ARG=phi2,phi3,phi4,phi5,phi6,phi7,phi8,phi9,psi1,psi2,psi3,psi
4,psi5,psi6,psi7,psi8,dihtrp_cacb,dihtrp_cbcg,aasimpsi,aasimph
i,peplen  
SIGMA=0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,
0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.3,0.3,0.3 
HEIGHT=0.3 
PACE=500  
BIASFACTOR=8 
LABEL=pb 
GRID_MIN=-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-
pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,0,0,0 
GRID_MAX=pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi
,1,1,3.5 
WALKERS_MPI 
... PBMETAD 
PRINT 
ARG=phi2,phi3,phi4,phi5,phi6,phi7,phi8,phi9,psi1,psi2,psi3,psi4,
psi5,psi6,psi7,psi8,dihtrp_cacb,dihtrp_cbcg,aasimpsi,aasimphi,pe
plen,pb.bias FILE=CVS STRIDE=500 
extracted from the equilibration run, we generate 14 TPR files and run the following 
command (see Note 5): 
We let the simulation run until convergence (see Note 6) and then perform a more 
thorough analysis (Section 4.5). 
 
 
4.3 M&M with 3J-couplings and chemical shifts   
We now simulate the EGAAWAASS peptide using 3J-couplings and chemical shifts. 
In order to do this, we need to add to the PLUMED file described above the forward 
models of the experimental data that will be incorporated into the M&M simulation. 
3J-couplings are related to the backbone dihedral angles through the Karplus equation 
(50) 
𝐽(𝜃) = 𝐴cos)	(𝜃 + Δ𝜃) + 𝐵cos	(𝜃 + Δ𝜃) + 𝐶   (5) 
where 𝜃 is the dihedral angle in question (either 𝜙 or 𝜓), while A, B, C and Δ𝜃 are 
empirically-determined parameters, which depend on the type of coupling observed. 
PLUMED allows us to calculate these experimental observables by using the 
JCOUPLING directive, and to specify the reference (experimental) values by adding 
the ADDCOUPLINGS flag. We also need to specify the TYPE of coupling (51, 52) and 
list the dihedral angles associated to each coupling. In the following PLUMED input, 
we define the H𝛼-N, H𝛼-HN, C-C𝛾 and N-C𝛾 3J-couplings along with their reference 
values in Hz.  
 
mpirun -n 14 gmx_mpi mdrun –s topol –plumed plumed.dat –multi 14 
We now add the chemical shifts, which are implemented in the PLUMED action 
activated by the CS2BACKBONE directive, This action uses the CamShift algorithm 
(53) to calculate the chemical shifts from a given structure using the following 
equation 
# _G_AW_AS_ 
JCOUPLING ... 
    ADDCOUPLINGS 
    TYPE=HAN 
    ATOMS1=@psi-2 COUPLING1=-0.49 
    ATOMS2=@psi-4 COUPLING2=-0.54 
    ATOMS3=@psi-5 COUPLING3=-0.53 
    ATOMS4=@psi-7 COUPLING4=-0.39 
    ATOMS5=@psi-8 COUPLING5=-0.39 
    LABEL=jhan 
... JCOUPLING 
 
# __AAWAASS 
JCOUPLING ... 
    ADDCOUPLINGS 
    TYPE=HAHN 
    ATOMS1=@phi-2 COUPLING1=6.05 
    ATOMS2=@phi-3 COUPLING2=5.95 
    ATOMS3=@phi-4 COUPLING3=6.44 
    ATOMS4=@phi-5 COUPLING4=6.53 
    ATOMS5=@phi-6 COUPLING5=5.93 
    ATOMS6=@phi-7 COUPLING6=6.98 
    ATOMS7=@phi-8 COUPLING7=7.16 
    LABEL=jhahn 
... JCOUPLING 
 
# ____W____ 
JCOUPLING ... 
    ADDCOUPLINGS 
    TYPE=CCG 
    ATOMS1=@chi1-5 COUPLING1=1.59 
    LABEL=jccg 
... JCOUPLING 
 
# ____W____ 
JCOUPLING ... 
    ADDCOUPLINGS 
    TYPE=NCG 
    ATOMS1=@chi1-5 COUPLING1=1.21 
    LABEL=jncg 
... JCOUPLING 
 
𝛿pred = 𝛿rc +e 𝛼𝑑,     (6) 
where 𝛿pred is the predicted chemical shift of atom 𝑎, 𝛿rc is the random coil chemical 
shift of atom 𝑎, 𝑑 is the distance between atoms 𝑏 and 𝑐 and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are atom- 
and residue-dependent empirical parameters. Atoms 𝑏 and 𝑐 are chosen based on 
complex distance and residue criteria (53). In the line of the CS2BACKBONE directive, 
we need to specify the ATOMS involved in the calculation of the chemical shifts, which 
are typically all the atoms of the protein:  
 
 
 
For computational efficiency, PLUMED internally uses a neighbour list to calculate 
the pairwise interactions required by CS2BACKBONE. Furthermore, we need to supply 
a PDB file of the molecule (referred to as TEMPLATE), as well as the name of the data 
folder (DATADIR). This folder contains the reference chemical shifts 
(#shifts.dat), the reference structure (egaawaass.pdb) and the CamShift 
database (camshift.pdb): 
We are now ready to setup the metainference calculations using the following input: 
cs: CS2BACKBONE ATOMS=1-111 DATADIR=data TEMPLATE=egaawaass.pdb 
 
data 
├── CAshifts.dat 
├── CBshifts.dat 
├── Cshifts.dat 
├── HAshifts.dat 
├── Hshifts.dat 
├── Nshifts.dat 
├── camshift.db 
└── egaawaass.pdb 
  
We will go through the METAINFERENCE directive line by line. First, in ARG we 
specify the output of our previously defined CVs representing the experimental 
observables. CS2BACKBONE sorts the different types of chemical shifts into different 
components and residue numbers, so we can use regular expressions to conveniently 
provide a list of these CVs. The same principle applies to the 3J-couplings. A very 
important part of this line is the addition of the PBMetaD bias from the PBMetaD 
directive (pb.bias) at the end of the list of arguments. This bias is used to calculate 
a weighted ensemble average of the experimental observables by accounting for the 
PBMetaD bias potential (see Section 2.4). Then, in PARARG we specify the 
experimental reference values, in the same order as in the ARG keyword and again 
using regular expressions. 
We continue by specifying the NOISETYPE. We assume that data points are 
independent and we use a Gaussian model of noise (NOISETYPE) with one error 
parameter per data point (MGAUSS). Other available options are a single error 
METAINFERENCE ... 
    
ARG=(cs\.nh_.*),(cs\.hn_.*),(cs\.ha_.*),(cs\.ca_.*),(cs\.cb_.*),
(cs\.co_.*),(jhan\.j_.*),(jhahn\.j_.*),(jccg\.j.*),(jncg\.j.*),p
b.bias 
    
PARARG=(cs\.expnh.*),(cs\.exphn.*),(cs\.expha.*),(cs\.expca.*),(
cs\.expcb.*),(cs\.expco.*),(jhan\.exp_.*),(jhahn\.exp_.*),(jccg\
.exp.*),(jncg\.exp.*) 
    NOISETYPE=MGAUSS 
    REWEIGHT 
    OPTSIGMAMEAN=SEM AVERAGING=200 
    SIGMA0=25.0 SIGMA_MIN=0.001 SIGMA_MAX=25.0 DSIGMA=0.1 
    WRITE_STRIDE=10000 
    LABEL=bycsj 
... METAINFERENCE 
 
parameter for all data points (GAUSS) or long-tailed distributions to account for 
outliers (OUTLIERS, MOUTLIERS). The latter can be used when large random or 
systematic errors are expected for a few data points. The REWEIGHT flag indicates 
that we are passing to the METAINFERENCE directive an additional argument (the 
last) in ARG, which contains the value of the PBMetaD bias. Next, we specify the 
technique used for calculating the standard error of the mean 𝜎K,4PQ6 (OPTSIGMAMEAN). 
In this case SEM implies the automatic estimation via a windowed average calculation, 
in which the size of the window in steps is given by AVERAGING. This quantity 
corresponds also the size of the window used to average the weights from PBMetaD. 
We sample the error associated with each data using a MC algorithm (see Note 7). We 
specify a starting value SIGMA0, lower and upper sampling bounds SIGMA_MIN and 
SIGMA_MAX and a step size DSIGMA. As the data-restraint force is inversely 
proportional  to both the standard error of the mean 𝜎K,4PQ6and the Bayesian error 𝜎K,49  
and that the averaging procedure for the estimation of 𝜎K,4PQ6 may start from very low 
values (if the starting configurations are similar), it is thus safer to begin the sampling 
of  𝜎K,49  from a fairly high value. The sampling range of 𝜎K,49  varies depending on the 
type of experimental data used (see Note 8). Finally, we allow METAINFERENCE to 
create checkpoint files every 10000 steps with WRITE_STRIDE. These files contain 
information necessary to restart the simulations, such as the variances of each 
experimental observable, as well as the last values of the errors 𝜎K,49 , so that PLUMED 
can restart sampling from where it left off. 
Before running the simulation, we can instruct PLUMED to calculate some relevant 
information that are useful to monitor the simulation: 
ENSEMBLE performs the same action as the first line in METAINFERENCE, i.e. it 
calculates a weighted ensemble average on-the-fly. The STATS directive calculates 
useful statistical information, such as the correlation with the experimental values, thus 
allowing us to quickly judge the quality of our ensemble. Finally, we print out the 
output of the STATS and ENSEMBLE directives above and the value of each CV 
biased by PBMetaD: 
The output from metainference contains the values of all the errors (𝜎K,49  and 𝜎K,4PQ6), 
information regarding the sampling of these quantities, the weight of each replica and 
the metainference energy. We start the simulation as we previously did (Section 4.2). 
  
M&M makes use of multiple replicas of the system and, generally speaking, a higher 
# Calculate weighted ensemble average 
ENSEMBLE ... 
    
ARG=(nh\.rdc_.*),(caha\.rdc_.*),(jhan\.j_.*),(jhahn\.j_.*),(jccg
\.j_.*),(jncg\.j_.*),(cs\..._.*),pb.bias REWEIGHT 
    LABEL=ens 
... ENSEMBLE 
 
# We use the analogous function for all other observables 
STATS ... 
    ARG=(ens\.cs\..._.*) PARARG=(cs\.exp.*) 
    LABEL=csst 
... STATS 
 
PRINT ARG=bycsj.*                 STRIDE=100 FILE=BAYES.CSJ 
PRINT ARG=csst.*,(ens\.cs\..._.*) STRIDE=500 FILE=ST.CS 
PRINT 
ARG=phi2,phi3,phi4,phi5,phi6,phi7,phi8,phi9,psi1,psi2,psi3,psi4,
psi5,psi6,psi7,psi8,dihtrp_cacb,dihtrp_cbcg,aasimpsi,aasimphi,pe
plen,pb.bias FILE=CVS STRIDE=500 
number of replicas leads to a higher quality result (see Note 9). To monitor the 
simulation on-the-fly and ensure the effectiveness of the metainference approach, we 
can look at the value of the standard error of the mean 𝜎K,4PQ6 (Fig. 2) and of the error 
𝜎K,49  (Fig. 3) along the simulation. These two quantities together determine the overall 
intensity of the data-restraint. Furthermore, we can monitor the metainference energy, 
its derivative with respect to the PBMetaD bias, the MC acceptance rate of the error 
parameters 𝜎K,49  (Fig. 4), and the agreement with the experimental data during the 
simulation (Fig. 5, see Note 10). We will let the simulation run until convergence (see 
Note 6) and then perform a more thorough analysis (Section 4.4). 
  
  
4.4 M&M simulation 3J-couplings, chemical shifts, and RDCs 
We continue by adding residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) to the M&M simulation. 
RDCs can be calculated using the 𝜃-method (54): 
𝐷4 = − zℏ ⟨ ¡z	 ¢uwUKu ⟩    (7) 
Here,	𝐷4 is the residual dipolar coupling, 𝑟4  is the bond length,	𝜗4 is the angle between 
the bond in question and the external magnetic field (usually taken to be the z-axis), 
𝜇¦, 𝛾Uand 𝛾) are atom dependent constants, and ℏ is the Planck constant. RDCs are 
measured in alignment media and report on the fraction of aligned molecules. Thus, 
directly comparing these experimentally observed values with those calculated in a 
simulation makes little sense. The relationship is governed by a scaling factor 𝜆 that 
can be sampled during the simulation. 
We start by defining our forward models for C𝛼-H𝛼 and N-H RDCs by using the RDC 
PLUMED directive. As in the case of the 3J-couplings, we use the ADDCOUPLINGS 
flag to enable adding the reference experimental values. For each measured RDC, we 
need to specify a pair of ATOMS and the corresponding experimental value 
(COUPLING). We also specify the gyromagnetic ratio 𝛾 with the GYROM keyword, 
which is dependent on the type of observed dipolar coupling (see PLUMED manual). 
Finally, the SCALE keyword allows us to apply a fixed rescaling factor to the 
calculated RDCs. 
 
 
  
We are now ready to define the METAINFERENCE directive. We will use a similar 
setup as the one used above for the chemical shifts, with the addition of the keywords 
needed to activate the sampling of the scaling factor. As we are using two different 
datasets of RDCs, we need to use two separate METAINFERENCE directives to allow 
for two different scaling factors. In each directive, we use the SCALEDATA flag to 
indicate the use of a variable scaling factor, and the SCALE_PRIOR flag to define the 
type of prior distribution. As the scaling factor should remain relatively constant over 
time, specifying a Gaussian prior (see Note 11) will allow us to sample points around a 
# _GAAWAASS 
RDC ... 
    ADDCOUPLINGS 
    GYROM=-72.5388 
    SCALE=0.0001 
    ATOMS1=18,19 COUPLING1=-5.4 
    ATOMS2=25,26 COUPLING2=-1.26 
    ATOMS3=35,36 COUPLING3=-5.22 
    ATOMS4=45,46 COUPLING4=-0.91 
    ATOMS5=69,70 COUPLING5=2.33 
    ATOMS6=79,80 COUPLING6=-2.88 
    ATOMS7=89,90 COUPLING7=-8.37 
    ATOMS8=100,101 COUPLING8=-3.78 
    LABEL=nh 
... RDC 
 
# E_AAWAAS_ 
RDC ... 
    ADDCOUPLINGS 
    GYROM=179.9319 
    SCALE=0.0001 
    ATOMS1=5,6 COUPLING1=12.95 
    ATOMS2=27,28 COUPLING2=11.5 
    ATOMS3=37,38 COUPLING3=21.42 
    ATOMS4=47,48 COUPLING4=-9.37 
    ATOMS5=71,72 COUPLING5=10.01 
    ATOMS6=81,82 COUPLING6=15.01 
    ATOMS7=91,92 COUPLING7=15.73 
    LABEL=caha 
... RDC 
 
typical value SCALE0 without deviating too much from this estimate. The standard 
deviation of this Gaussian prior is specified with DSCALE. 
 
Estimating the correct value for the scaling factor can be done as follows. First, one 
should set DSCALE to some fairly large number, and set SCALE0 to some arbitrary 
starting point. By running a short simulation (in this case 100 ps) and monitoring the 
value of the scaling factor in the output of the METAINFERENCE directive, we can 
obtain a measure of a reasonable sampling range. Then, the static scaling in the RDC 
CV can be adjusted together with the starting point SCALE0 and DSCALE. This whole 
procedure should be done separately for each individual RDC dataset, and the 
resulting factors verified when both datasets are active, as the scaling factors can be 
subtly influenced by additional restraints. Once the scaling factor 𝜆 has been correctly 
METAINFERENCE ... 
    ARG=(nh\.rdc_.*),pb.bias 
    PARARG=(nh\.exp_.*) 
    NOISETYPE=MGAUSS 
    SCALEDATA 
    REWEIGHT 
    OPTSIGMAMEAN=SEM AVERAGING=200 
    SCALE_PRIOR=GAUSSIAN SCALE0=8.0 DSCALE=0.5 
    SIGMA0=25.0 SIGMA_MIN=0.001 SIGMA_MAX=25.0 DSIGMA=0.1 
    WRITE_STRIDE=10000 
    LABEL=byrdcnh 
... METAINFERENCE 
 
METAINFERENCE ... 
    ARG=(caha\.rdc_.*),pb.bias 
    PARARG=(caha\.exp_.*) 
    NOISETYPE=MGAUSS 
    SCALEDATA 
    REWEIGHT 
    OPTSIGMAMEAN=SEM AVERAGING=200 
    SCALE_PRIOR=GAUSSIAN SCALE0=9.0 DSCALE=0.5 
    SIGMA0=25.0 SIGMA_MIN=0.001 SIGMA_MAX=25.0 DSIGMA=0.1 
    WRITE_STRIDE=10000 
    LABEL=byrdccaha 
... METAINFERENCE 
 
determined, we should expect to see values for 𝜆 oscillating around our SCALE0 value 
(Fig. 6A), along with a fairly high MC acceptance rate (Fig. 6B). If our initial guess is 
inaccurate, we will see a low acceptance rate together with sampled values that tend to 
be far away from our initial guess. In this case, we would have to revise our estimate 
of the scaling factor (see Note 12). 
  
We run the production simulation in the same way as before. We will monitor the 
errors 𝜎K,49  and 𝜎K,4PQ6 as well as the other metainference observables and the correlations 
between the forward models and the reference experimental data. We should also 
monitor the value of the scaling factor 𝜆 (Fig. 6) and, if necessary, make any 
adjustments to the sampling range. 
 
4.5 Analysis 
In the analysis of our simulations, we will focus on the experimental observables and 
their associated errors and also briefly illustrate how to calculate probability 
distributions for any generic CVs. First, we should concatenate our trajectories: 
The settime flag allows us to specify the starting and end time for each replica’s 
trajectory. It should be used to obtain one continuous trajectory. We also correct 
discontinuities due to periodic boundary conditions and remove the water, if present. 
To analyse this resulting trajectory, we will make use of the PLUMED driver 
utility, which reads in a trajectory and calculates certain observables based on those 
$ gmx trjcat –f traj_comp* -o cat_traj.xtc -settime 
$ gmx trjconv –f cat_traj.xtc –s topol0.tpr –o traj.xtc –pbc mol 
frames. To do this, the driver requires a PLUMED input file, very similar to the one 
used in the simulation, with some important differences. First, we need to pass the 
RESTART flag to PLUMED. Secondly, we need to adjust the PACE parameter in 
PBMetaD to stop PLUMED from adding additional Gaussians to the HILLS files and 
pass the simulation temperature to PLUMED by adding TEMP=300 (see Note 13). 
We are especially interested in the  PBMetaD bias per frame, as we need it to calculate 
the weights (36). We will also calculate the radius of gyration 𝑅© of the peptide for 
each frame, by using the GYRATION directive and specifying all Ca carbons as 
arguments. Finally, we calculate the experimental observables for each frame using the 
same directives defined in our original input file. The PLUMED file for analysis with 
the driver is:  
  
To perform the analysis, we run the following command: 
which will produce the FULLBIAS and GYR files. These files contain the PBMetaD 
bias and the radius of gyration for each frame of the trajectory respectively. We also 
obtain files containing the value of each experimental observable for every frame of 
the trajectory. 
$ plumed driver –-plumed plumed-analysis.dat –-mf_xtc traj.xtc 
RESTART 
MOLINFO MOLTYPE=protein STRUCTURE=egaawaass.pdb	
WHOLEMOLECULES ENTITY0=1-111 
 
# CVs go here... 
cagyr: GYRATION TYPE=RADIUS ATOMS=5,20,27,37,47,71,81,91,102 
 
PBMETAD ...  
ARG=phi2,phi3,phi4,phi5,phi6,phi7,phi8,phi9,psi1,psi2,psi3,psi4
,psi5,psi6,psi7,psi8,dihtrp_cacb,dihtrp_cbcg,aasimpsi,aasimphi,
peplen  
SIGMA=0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0
.6,0.6,0.6,0.6,0.3,0.3,0.3 
HEIGHT=0.3 
PACE=500000000 
TEMP=300  
BIASFACTOR=8 
LABEL=pb 
GRID_MIN=-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-
pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,-pi,0,0,0 
GRID_MAX=pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,pi,
1,1,3.5 
... PBMETAD 
 
# We do not need the Metainference directive for post 
processing 
PRINT ARG=pb.bias FILE=FULLBIAS 
PRINT ARG=cagyr FILE=GYR 
 
# Add PRINT directive for all other experimental observables... 
PRINT ARG=(jhahn\.j_.*) FILE=JHAHN 
To calculate ensemble averages and free energies, we need to calculate the weight of 
each frame from the bias, which can be done using the following python code (see 
Note 2): 
Using these unbiasing weights, we can now calculate ensemble averages and 
probability distributions of any function of the coordinates of the system. We start by 
calculating ensemble averages for all back-calculated experimental observables. With 
those, we can obtain root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) between a particular 
dataset (such as Ha-HN 3J-couplings) and the experimental reference values (Fig. 7, 
see Note 14): 
We skip loading the first column of the file JHAHN, since it only contains the 
simulation time, which is not needed for this particular analysis. We then compute the 
ensemble average using the weights determined above and continue by calculating the 
RMSD between our ensemble averages and the reference experimental values for a 
particular dataset. We can use the same principle to compute the RMSDs with respect 
to the other experimental observables. Looking at the results, we can see a better 
agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 7).  
  
We will continue by looking at the probability distribution of the radius of gyration 
import numpy as np 
 
KBT = 2.49 
bias = np.loadtxt("FULLBIAS") 
weights = np.exp(bias[:,1] / KBT) 
weights /= weights.sum() 
jhahn = np.loadtxt("JHAHN")[:,1:] 
jhahn_mean = (jhahn * weights.reshape(-1, 1)).sum(axis=0) 
jhahn_exp = np.array([6.05, 5.95, 6.44, 6.53, 5.93, 6.98, 7.16]) 
rmsd = np.sqrt(((jhahn_mean - jhahn_exp) ** 2).mean()) 
𝑅©. We make use of the weights previously calculated to calculate probability 
distributions  
 
 
The probability densities give us crucial information on the behaviour of the system. 
In this case, we can see that EGAAWAASS is primarily found in two states (Fig. 8): a 
fairly compact (𝑅© ~ 0.5 nm) and a more extended form (𝑅© ~ 0.8 nm). This feature 
only emerges when introducing experimental data, as the prior information encoded in 
the CHARMM22* force field is insufficient to accurately determine these states.  
  
Finally, we also look at the distributions of the Bayesian error 𝜎K,49   for several data 
points (Fig. 9). In the case of C𝛽 chemical shifts, we see a fairly large spread for the 
A6 residue, indicating a relatively weak restraint. This could be due to errors in the 
parameterization of the CamShift predictor and/or random or systematic errors in the 
experimental data. 
  
  
gyr = np.loadtxt("GYR")[:,1] 
hist, bins = np.histogram(gyr, bins=50, weights=weights, density=True) 
 
5. Notes 
1.  PBMetaD deposits multiple Gaussians along 𝑛 one-dimensional CVs as 
opposed to the one 𝑛-dimensional Gaussian added in standard metadynamics. 
As CVs are typically correlated, Gaussians are not simultaneously added to all 
variables, but only to an “active” CV defined by a discrete switching variable η. 
After marginalising η, we obtain a conditionally-weighted Gaussian. 
2.  The weights needed to unbias a PBMetaD simulation can be calculated using 
the Torrie-Valleau approach (36): 
w(SU, S)) ∝ e¯PB(°,°z,±̅)³B´  
where VPB(SU, S), t)̅ is the final PBMetaD bias, and SU and S) are two CVs. 
3.  The LINCS constraint parameters used in M&M simulations are typically more 
conservative than the default of values of 1 iteration and a matrix expansion of 
the order of 4, because the introduction of experimental data can add additional 
strains on constrained bonds.  
4.  The WHOLEMOLECULES directive reconstructs inside PLUMED the molecules 
broken inside the MD code by periodic boundary conditions. The atoms 
defining the molecules are specified by the ENTITY0 keyword. Additional 
molecules can be specified by using multiple ENTITY keywords. 
5. To run multi-replica simulations, both PLUMED and GROMACS must be 
compiled with MPI support. The GROMACS executable is typically called 
gmx_mpi, and all simulations should be started with an appropriate launcher, 
such as mpiexec or mpirun, and specifying the number of MPI processes to 
used. The exact name and syntax of this command depends on the system used. 
6.  The convergence of well-tempered PBMetaD simulations as well as the error in 
the reconstructed free energies can be assessed by using the block-analysis 
procedure illustrated in the PLUMED tutorials available at www.plumed.org. 
7.  For systems with many data points and thus many associated error parameters, 
one may experience very low MC acceptance rates and thus encounter sampling 
issues. This problem can be alleviated by performing sampling of the error 
parameters in groups by using the MC_CHUNKSIZE and MC_STEPS keywords. 
For example, with 100 data points, one can perform five MC steps, with 20 data 
points moved at each step. 
8.  When setting DSIGMA, we need to take care that the step sizes are not too large 
to cause instabilities and low MC acceptance rate (Fig. 4C) and not too small to 
result in slow and insufficient sampling.  
9.  In metainference, f¹¸ is the (unknown) average of the forward model fº calculated 
over an infinite number of replicas, while p(f~½,º|X, σ½,º°ÀÁ) quantifies the 
difference between the unknown average f¹¸ and the estimate fº calculated using a 
small set of replicas. Therefore, in order to keep σ½,º°ÀÁ small, we should use as 
many replicas as possible. 
10.  The best way to determine the agreement with the experimental data is to 
calculate the RMSDs of the average of the experimental observables over the 
entire metainference simulation. However, during the course of the simulation, 
quantities such as the correlation and RMSDs between the forward model and 
the experimental value can be used to evaluate the satisfaction of the data-
restraints. It is very important to keep in mind that typical values for the 
correlation might vary between systems and types of data and therefore they can 
only be used to evaluate the relative as opposed to absolute quality of the fit. 
11.  In metainference, the sampling of the scaling factor λ makes use of an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process (55). The result is a trajectory of points with limited jumps 
and sampling a Gaussian distribution: 
dλ± = 12 (µ − λ±) + ΔλdW±	
where dλ±is the step taken, µ is the specified mean of the stationary Gaussian 
distribution, λ± is the scaling value at time t, Δλ is the standard deviation of the 
stationary Gaussian distribution and dW± denotes the Wiener process (i.e. 
Brownian motion). Using a process of this form ensures that the step size is not 
too large and helps to keep the simulation stable. 
12.  When working with RDCs, one can sometimes observe a negative correlation. 
In this case one should invert the sign of the scaling factor (in the RDC CV). 
13.  Specifying the temperature is not required during simulation as it is explicitly 
passed to PLUMED from the MD engine. 
14.  The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) is given by: 
RMSD = Æ 1𝑁[e(𝑓4(𝐗) − 𝑑𝑖))
RS
4TU  
where 𝑁[ is the total number of data points, 𝑓4(𝐗) is the ensemble-average of 
the forward model for the i-th data point and 𝑑4 is the reference experimental 
value. 
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Tables 
 
  
Table 1: Experimental chemical shifts for the EGAAWAASS peptide (ppm) 
Residue HN N Hα Cα C’ Hβ Cβ 
E1   4.103 55.83 173.15 2.152 29.99 
G2 8.780 111.42 4.034 45.12 173.46   
A3 8.353 124.31 4.285 52.35 177.72 1.277 19.31 
A4 8.344 123.67 4.287 52.68 177.58 1.361 19.07 
W5 8.008 119.98 4.612 57.37 175.80 3.308 29.50 
A6 7.833 126.18 4.224 52.04 176.69 1.247 19.73 
A7 8.055 123.48 4.241 52.49 177.78 1.429 19.37 
S8 8.283 115.37 4.511 58.27 173.82 3.930 64.13 
S9 8.024 122.84  59.91 178.50   
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Experimental RDCs for the EGAAWAASS peptide (Hz) 
Residue NH Cα-Hα Cα C’ 
E1  12.95 -0.59 
G2 -5.4  -1.55 
A3 -1.26 11.5 -0.67 
A4 -5.22 21.42 -0.94 
W5 -0.91 -9.37 -1.49 
A6 2.33 10.01 -0.55 
A7 -2.88 15.01 -0.3 
S8 -8.37 15.73 -1.44 
S9 -3.78   
 
 
 
Table 3: Experimental 3J-couplings for the EGAAWAASS peptide (Hz) 
Residue Hα-N Hα-HN C-Cγ N-Cγ 
E1     
G2 -0.49    
A3  6.05   
A4 -0.54 5.95   
W5 -0.53 6.44 1.59 1.21 
A6  6.53   
A7 -0.39 5.93   
S8 -0.39 6.98   
S9  7.16   
 
Figures 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of the Gibbs sampling mechanism in the multiple-replica MD 
simulation scheme used in metainference. The metainference energy function 𝐸67 is 
composed by the force field 𝐸cc, the data-restraints, which enforce the agreement of 
the forward model averaged across replicas 𝑓4(𝐗) = 	 UR∑ 𝑓4(𝑋K)RKTU  with the 
experimental data, and the error restraint 𝐸i (Eq. 3). The error parameters È𝜎K,4	É 
determine the intensity of the data-restraints and are defined as 𝜎K,4) = >𝜎K,49 H) +
>𝜎K,4SEMH), where 𝜎K,49  is the Bayesian error sampled by MC, and 𝜎K,4SEM the standard error 
of the mean, which is estimated based on a windowed average (Eq. 4). 
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{σ1,i(t)}
<latexit sha1_base64="B/sO4M3XdrlyvKVfAPo2YMH0FkM=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8EiVJCSiKDLohuXFewFmhAm00k7dGYSZiZCCPFV3LhQxK0P4s63cdpmoa0/DHz85xzOmT9MGFXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHvVUnEpMujhmsRyESBFGBelqqhkZJJIgHjLSD6e3s3r/kUhFY/Ggs4T4HI0FjShG2liBXfdyT9ExR0HuntOiqc+8IrAbTsuZC66CW0IDlOoE9pc3inHKidCYIaWGrpNoP0dSU8xIUfNSRRKEp2hMhgYF4kT5+fz4Ap4aZwSjWJonNJy7vydyxJXKeGg6OdITtVybmf/VhqmOrv2ciiTVRODFoihlUMdwlgQcUUmwZpkBhCU1t0I8QRJhbfKqmRDc5S+vQu+i5Rq+v2y0b8o4quAYnIAmcMEVaIM70AFdgEEGnsEreLOerBfr3fpYtFascqYO/sj6/AEeypRo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B/sO4M3XdrlyvKVfAPo2YMH0FkM=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8EiVJCSiKDLohuXFewFmhAm00k7dGYSZiZCCPFV3LhQxK0P4s63cdpmoa0/DHz85xzOmT9MGFXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHvVUnEpMujhmsRyESBFGBelqqhkZJJIgHjLSD6e3s3r/kUhFY/Ggs4T4HI0FjShG2liBXfdyT9ExR0HuntOiqc+8IrAbTsuZC66CW0IDlOoE9pc3inHKidCYIaWGrpNoP0dSU8xIUfNSRRKEp2hMhgYF4kT5+fz4Ap4aZwSjWJonNJy7vydyxJXKeGg6OdITtVybmf/VhqmOrv2ciiTVRODFoihlUMdwlgQcUUmwZpkBhCU1t0I8QRJhbfKqmRDc5S+vQu+i5Rq+v2y0b8o4quAYnIAmcMEVaIM70AFdgEEGnsEreLOerBfr3fpYtFascqYO/sj6/AEeypRo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B/sO4M3XdrlyvKVfAPo2YMH0FkM=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8EiVJCSiKDLohuXFewFmhAm00k7dGYSZiZCCPFV3LhQxK0P4s63cdpmoa0/DHz85xzOmT9MGFXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHvVUnEpMujhmsRyESBFGBelqqhkZJJIgHjLSD6e3s3r/kUhFY/Ggs4T4HI0FjShG2liBXfdyT9ExR0HuntOiqc+8IrAbTsuZC66CW0IDlOoE9pc3inHKidCYIaWGrpNoP0dSU8xIUfNSRRKEp2hMhgYF4kT5+fz4Ap4aZwSjWJonNJy7vydyxJXKeGg6OdITtVybmf/VhqmOrv2ciiTVRODFoihlUMdwlgQcUUmwZpkBhCU1t0I8QRJhbfKqmRDc5S+vQu+i5Rq+v2y0b8o4quAYnIAmcMEVaIM70AFdgEEGnsEreLOerBfr3fpYtFascqYO/sj6/AEeypRo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B/sO4M3XdrlyvKVfAPo2YMH0FkM=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8EiVJCSiKDLohuXFewFmhAm00k7dGYSZiZCCPFV3LhQxK0P4s63cdpmoa0/DHz85xzOmT9MGFXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHvVUnEpMujhmsRyESBFGBelqqhkZJJIgHjLSD6e3s3r/kUhFY/Ggs4T4HI0FjShG2liBXfdyT9ExR0HuntOiqc+8IrAbTsuZC66CW0IDlOoE9pc3inHKidCYIaWGrpNoP0dSU8xIUfNSRRKEp2hMhgYF4kT5+fz4Ap4aZwSjWJonNJy7vydyxJXKeGg6OdITtVybmf/VhqmOrv2ciiTVRODFoihlUMdwlgQcUUmwZpkBhCU1t0I8QRJhbfKqmRDc5S+vQu+i5Rq+v2y0b8o4quAYnIAmcMEVaIM70AFdgEEGnsEreLOerBfr3fpYtFascqYO/sj6/AEeypRo</latexit>
{σN,i(t)}
<latexit sha1_base64="zcxlyAjBj4IFc4zPhOCal+vvO3s=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rbt0M1iEClISEXRZdONKKtgLNCFMppN26MwkzEyEEOKruHGhiFsfxJ1v47TNQlt/GPj4zzmcM3+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cNhVcSox6eCYxbIfIkUYFaSjqWakn0iCeMhIL5zcTOu9RyIVjcWDzhLiczQSNKIYaWMFds3LPUVHHAX53RktGvrUKwK77jSdmeAyuCXUQal2YH95wxinnAiNGVJq4DqJ9nMkNcWMFFUvVSRBeIJGZGBQIE6Un8+OL+CJcYYwiqV5QsOZ+3siR1ypjIemkyM9Vou1qflfbZDq6MrPqUhSTQSeL4pSBnUMp0nAIZUEa5YZQFhScyvEYyQR1iavqgnBXfzyMnTPm67h+4t667qMowKOwDFoABdcgha4BW3QARhk4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeeuKVc7UwB9Znz9LppSF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcxlyAjBj4IFc4zPhOCal+vvO3s=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rbt0M1iEClISEXRZdONKKtgLNCFMppN26MwkzEyEEOKruHGhiFsfxJ1v47TNQlt/GPj4zzmcM3+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cNhVcSox6eCYxbIfIkUYFaSjqWakn0iCeMhIL5zcTOu9RyIVjcWDzhLiczQSNKIYaWMFds3LPUVHHAX53RktGvrUKwK77jSdmeAyuCXUQal2YH95wxinnAiNGVJq4DqJ9nMkNcWMFFUvVSRBeIJGZGBQIE6Un8+OL+CJcYYwiqV5QsOZ+3siR1ypjIemkyM9Vou1qflfbZDq6MrPqUhSTQSeL4pSBnUMp0nAIZUEa5YZQFhScyvEYyQR1iavqgnBXfzyMnTPm67h+4t667qMowKOwDFoABdcgha4BW3QARhk4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeeuKVc7UwB9Znz9LppSF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcxlyAjBj4IFc4zPhOCal+vvO3s=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rbt0M1iEClISEXRZdONKKtgLNCFMppN26MwkzEyEEOKruHGhiFsfxJ1v47TNQlt/GPj4zzmcM3+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cNhVcSox6eCYxbIfIkUYFaSjqWakn0iCeMhIL5zcTOu9RyIVjcWDzhLiczQSNKIYaWMFds3LPUVHHAX53RktGvrUKwK77jSdmeAyuCXUQal2YH95wxinnAiNGVJq4DqJ9nMkNcWMFFUvVSRBeIJGZGBQIE6Un8+OL+CJcYYwiqV5QsOZ+3siR1ypjIemkyM9Vou1qflfbZDq6MrPqUhSTQSeL4pSBnUMp0nAIZUEa5YZQFhScyvEYyQR1iavqgnBXfzyMnTPm67h+4t667qMowKOwDFoABdcgha4BW3QARhk4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeeuKVc7UwB9Znz9LppSF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcxlyAjBj4IFc4zPhOCal+vvO3s=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rbt0M1iEClISEXRZdONKKtgLNCFMppN26MwkzEyEEOKruHGhiFsfxJ1v47TNQlt/GPj4zzmcM3+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cNhVcSox6eCYxbIfIkUYFaSjqWakn0iCeMhIL5zcTOu9RyIVjcWDzhLiczQSNKIYaWMFds3LPUVHHAX53RktGvrUKwK77jSdmeAyuCXUQal2YH95wxinnAiNGVJq4DqJ9nMkNcWMFFUvVSRBeIJGZGBQIE6Un8+OL+CJcYYwiqV5QsOZ+3siR1ypjIemkyM9Vou1qflfbZDq6MrPqUhSTQSeL4pSBnUMp0nAIZUEa5YZQFhScyvEYyQR1iavqgnBXfzyMnTPm67h+4t667qMowKOwDFoABdcgha4BW3QARhk4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeeuKVc7UwB9Znz9LppSF</latexit>
{σN,i(t+∆t)}
<latexit sha1_base64="vRRjuhkjNCldPcnFMshMsaocr2Q=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCglEUGXRV24kgr2Ak0Ik+m0HTq5MHMilJCNG1/FjQtF3PoO7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+f1YcAWW9W0UFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NLXN7p6miRFLWoJGIZNsnigkesgZwEKwdS0YCX7CWP7wa11sPTCoehfcwipkbkH7Ie5wS0JZn7jupo3g/IF56e8KzChw710wAwXDkZJ5ZtqrWRHge7BzKKFfdM7+cbkSTgIVABVGqY1sxuCmRwKlgWclJFIsJHZI+62gMScCUm06uyPChdrq4F0n9QsAT9/dESgKlRoGvOwMCAzVbG5v/1ToJ9C7clIdxAiyk00W9RGCI8DgS3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEHV9Ih2LMnz0PztGprvjsr1y7zOIpoDx2gCrLROaqhG1RHDUTRI3pGr+jNeDJejHfjY9paMPKZXfRHxucPeY+X5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vRRjuhkjNCldPcnFMshMsaocr2Q=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCglEUGXRV24kgr2Ak0Ik+m0HTq5MHMilJCNG1/FjQtF3PoO7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+f1YcAWW9W0UFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NLXN7p6miRFLWoJGIZNsnigkesgZwEKwdS0YCX7CWP7wa11sPTCoehfcwipkbkH7Ie5wS0JZn7jupo3g/IF56e8KzChw710wAwXDkZJ5ZtqrWRHge7BzKKFfdM7+cbkSTgIVABVGqY1sxuCmRwKlgWclJFIsJHZI+62gMScCUm06uyPChdrq4F0n9QsAT9/dESgKlRoGvOwMCAzVbG5v/1ToJ9C7clIdxAiyk00W9RGCI8DgS3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEHV9Ih2LMnz0PztGprvjsr1y7zOIpoDx2gCrLROaqhG1RHDUTRI3pGr+jNeDJejHfjY9paMPKZXfRHxucPeY+X5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vRRjuhkjNCldPcnFMshMsaocr2Q=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCglEUGXRV24kgr2Ak0Ik+m0HTq5MHMilJCNG1/FjQtF3PoO7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+f1YcAWW9W0UFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NLXN7p6miRFLWoJGIZNsnigkesgZwEKwdS0YCX7CWP7wa11sPTCoehfcwipkbkH7Ie5wS0JZn7jupo3g/IF56e8KzChw710wAwXDkZJ5ZtqrWRHge7BzKKFfdM7+cbkSTgIVABVGqY1sxuCmRwKlgWclJFIsJHZI+62gMScCUm06uyPChdrq4F0n9QsAT9/dESgKlRoGvOwMCAzVbG5v/1ToJ9C7clIdxAiyk00W9RGCI8DgS3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEHV9Ih2LMnz0PztGprvjsr1y7zOIpoDx2gCrLROaqhG1RHDUTRI3pGr+jNeDJejHfjY9paMPKZXfRHxucPeY+X5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vRRjuhkjNCldPcnFMshMsaocr2Q=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCglEUGXRV24kgr2Ak0Ik+m0HTq5MHMilJCNG1/FjQtF3PoO7nwbp20W2vrDwMd/zuHM+f1YcAWW9W0UFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NLXN7p6miRFLWoJGIZNsnigkesgZwEKwdS0YCX7CWP7wa11sPTCoehfcwipkbkH7Ie5wS0JZn7jupo3g/IF56e8KzChw710wAwXDkZJ5ZtqrWRHge7BzKKFfdM7+cbkSTgIVABVGqY1sxuCmRwKlgWclJFIsJHZI+62gMScCUm06uyPChdrq4F0n9QsAT9/dESgKlRoGvOwMCAzVbG5v/1ToJ9C7clIdxAiyk00W9RGCI8DgS3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEHV9Ih2LMnz0PztGprvjsr1y7zOIpoDx2gCrLROaqhG1RHDUTRI3pGr+jNeDJejHfjY9paMPKZXfRHxucPeY+X5A==</latexit>
{σ1,i(t+∆t)}
<latexit sha1_base64="n7FRfLBLWGpbD0g3Ikca8+KoMJI=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCiSiKDLoi5cVrAXaEKYTCft0MmFmROhhGzc+CpuXCji1ndw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfO7yeCK7Csb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRWnkrImjUUsOz5RTPCINYGDYJ1EMhL6grX94fW43n5gUvE4uodRwtyQ9CMecEpAW56572SO4v2QeJl9wvMaHDs3TADBcOTknlm1Tq2J8DzYBVRRoYZnfjm9mKYhi4AKolTXthJwMyKBU8HyipMqlhA6JH3W1RiRkCk3m1yR40Pt9HAQS/0iwBP390RGQqVGoa87QwIDNVsbm//VuikEl27GoyQFFtHpoiAVGGI8jgT3uGQUxEgDoZLrv2I6IJJQ0MFVdAj27Mnz0Do7tTXfnVfrV0UcZbSHDlAN2egC1dEtaqAmougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExbS0Zxcwu+iPj8wdLrpfH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n7FRfLBLWGpbD0g3Ikca8+KoMJI=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCiSiKDLoi5cVrAXaEKYTCft0MmFmROhhGzc+CpuXCji1ndw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfO7yeCK7Csb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRWnkrImjUUsOz5RTPCINYGDYJ1EMhL6grX94fW43n5gUvE4uodRwtyQ9CMecEpAW56572SO4v2QeJl9wvMaHDs3TADBcOTknlm1Tq2J8DzYBVRRoYZnfjm9mKYhi4AKolTXthJwMyKBU8HyipMqlhA6JH3W1RiRkCk3m1yR40Pt9HAQS/0iwBP390RGQqVGoa87QwIDNVsbm//VuikEl27GoyQFFtHpoiAVGGI8jgT3uGQUxEgDoZLrv2I6IJJQ0MFVdAj27Mnz0Do7tTXfnVfrV0UcZbSHDlAN2egC1dEtaqAmougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExbS0Zxcwu+iPj8wdLrpfH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n7FRfLBLWGpbD0g3Ikca8+KoMJI=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCiSiKDLoi5cVrAXaEKYTCft0MmFmROhhGzc+CpuXCji1ndw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfO7yeCK7Csb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRWnkrImjUUsOz5RTPCINYGDYJ1EMhL6grX94fW43n5gUvE4uodRwtyQ9CMecEpAW56572SO4v2QeJl9wvMaHDs3TADBcOTknlm1Tq2J8DzYBVRRoYZnfjm9mKYhi4AKolTXthJwMyKBU8HyipMqlhA6JH3W1RiRkCk3m1yR40Pt9HAQS/0iwBP390RGQqVGoa87QwIDNVsbm//VuikEl27GoyQFFtHpoiAVGGI8jgT3uGQUxEgDoZLrv2I6IJJQ0MFVdAj27Mnz0Do7tTXfnVfrV0UcZbSHDlAN2egC1dEtaqAmougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExbS0Zxcwu+iPj8wdLrpfH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n7FRfLBLWGpbD0g3Ikca8+KoMJI=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCiSiKDLoi5cVrAXaEKYTCft0MmFmROhhGzc+CpuXCji1ndw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfO7yeCK7Csb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRWnkrImjUUsOz5RTPCINYGDYJ1EMhL6grX94fW43n5gUvE4uodRwtyQ9CMecEpAW56572SO4v2QeJl9wvMaHDs3TADBcOTknlm1Tq2J8DzYBVRRoYZnfjm9mKYhi4AKolTXthJwMyKBU8HyipMqlhA6JH3W1RiRkCk3m1yR40Pt9HAQS/0iwBP390RGQqVGoa87QwIDNVsbm//VuikEl27GoyQFFtHpoiAVGGI8jgT3uGQUxEgDoZLrv2I6IJJQ0MFVdAj27Mnz0Do7tTXfnVfrV0UcZbSHDlAN2egC1dEtaqAmougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExbS0Zxcwu+iPj8wdLrpfH</latexit>
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2
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2
r,i(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="k3LXz/q/CAxLKN+cptOhg5HFSbU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k3LXz/q/CAxLKN+cptOhg5HFSbU=">AAACNXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRahBZWZQdCl6MaFiwq9QWc6ZNJMG5rMDElGKGFeyo3v4UoXLhRx6yuYXhbaeiDw8f/ncHL+MGVUKtt+tZaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+UyaZwKSBE5aIdogkYTQmDUUVI+1UEMRDRlrh8Gbstx6IkDSJ62qUEp+jfkwjipEyUlC68yKBsB4G17CeazeHnsx4oMUJNTixYKcX0NMooBXthRFs51Xod12Ya0/SPkfT3q5bUdU8KJXtM3tScBGcGZTBrGpB6dnrJTjjJFaYISk7jp0qXyOhKGYkL3qZJCnCQ9QnHYMx4kT6enJ1Do+N0oNRIsyLFZyovyc04lKOeGg6OVIDOe+Nxf+8TqaiS1/TOM0UifF0UZQxqBI4jhD2qCBYsZEBhAU1f4V4gExWygRdNCE48ycvQtM9cwzfn5evrmdxFMAhOAIV4IALcAVuQQ00AAaP4AW8gw/ryXqzPq2vaeuSNZs5AH/K+v4Bj3aqqA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k3LXz/q/CAxLKN+cptOhg5HFSbU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k3LXz/q/CAxLKN+cptOhg5HFSbU=">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</latexit>
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 Figure 2. Time series of 𝜎K,4SEM for all the C𝛽 chemical shifts during the first 1000 ps of 
simulation. After calculating 𝜎K,4SEM at each time step 𝑡, the square root of the maximum 
of this value over the last 𝑚 steps (200 in our case) is used. 
  
 Figure 3. Time series of 𝜎K,49  for all the 𝐶𝛽 chemical shifts during the first 1000 ps of 
simulation. Their observed decrease in value corresponds to the data-restraint 
becoming stronger for the corresponding data point. The errors become larger when 
the structural ensemble is inconsistent with the experimental data. 
  
 Figure 4. Metainference observables during the first 1000 ps of the M&M simulation 
with 3J-couplings and chemical shifts. A) Time series of the metainference energy, 
quantifying the data-restraint intensity. We would typically expect to see a relatively 
constant value after equilibration. B) The derivative of the metainference energy 𝐸MI 
with respect to the PBMetaD bias 𝑉PB. C) The average MC step acceptance rate of 𝜎K,49  
for all data points. 
  
 Figure 5. Agreement between calculated and experimental 𝐶𝛽 chemical shifts during 
the first 1000 ps of the simulation. A) RMSD and B) Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
between the back-calculated chemical shifts and the experimental observables. 
  
 Figure 6. A) The scaling factor 𝜆 and B) its MC acceptance rate for the NH RDCs. The 
initial value of 𝜆 = 8 is slightly larger than ideal, as indicated by the mean and the 
acceptance rate dropping quickly. 
  
 Figure 7. RMSD between the calculated experimental observables from unrestrained, 
partially restrained (chemical shifts and 3J-couplings) and fully restrained (chemical 
shifts, 3J-couplings, RDCs) simulations and the experimental measurements. While 
the agreement of both chemical shifts and 3J-couplings with the experimental data is 
significantly improved upon the introduction of these data, the RDCs remain largely 
unaffected. Vice versa, the RDCs have little influence on the quality of the chemical 
shifts and 3J-couplings. 
  
 Figure 8. Probability distribution of the radius of gyration 𝑅© for unrestrained, partially 
restrained (3J-couplings and chemical shifts) and fully restrained (3J-couplings, 
chemical shifts, and RDCs) simulations.  With an increase in experimental data used in 
metainference, we see the appearance of two distinct peaks from the originally flat 
distribution. 
  
 Figure 9. Distribution of 𝜎K,49  for all the C𝛽 chemical shifts across the metainference 
ensemble. The mean and median are indicated with a line and a dot, while the box 
edges and whiskers indicate the mid two quartiles and 5th and 95th percentile 
respectively. With high-quality data and good sampling, we expect to observe small 
errors. 
